WAUS41 KKCI 230845
WA1Z
BOSZ WA 230845
AIRMET ZULU UPDT 1 FOR ICE AND FRZLVL VALID UNTIL 231500
NO SGFNT ICE EXP OUTSIDE OF CNVTV ACT.
FRZLVL...RANGING FROM 115−160 ACRS AREA
120 ALG 50SSE YQB−PQI−60NE PQI
....

WAUS41 KKCI 230845
WA1T
BOST WA 230845
AIRMET TANGO UPDT 1 FOR TURB VALID UNTIL 231500
NO SGFNT TURB EXP OUTSIDE OF CNVTV ACT.
OTLK VALID 1500−2100Z
AREA 1...TURB OH LE
BOUNDED BY 30SE ECK−30SSE DXO−40WSW CLE−30N CVG−FWA−30SE ECK
MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL430. CONDS DVLPG AFT 18Z. CONDS CONTG
THRU 21Z.

AREA 2...TURB MA CT NY LO NJ PA OH LE WV MD DC DE VA AND CSTL WTRS
BOUNDED BY 20E YYZ−30NNW SYR−20ESE BDL−70S HTO−20SSW SIE−20WSW
DCA−20N LYH−40N HMV−HNN−30N CVG−40WSW CLE−20E YYZ
MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL430. CONDS DVLPG 15−18Z. CONDS CONTG
THRU 21Z.
....

WAUS41 KKCI 230845
WA1S
BOSS WA 230845
AIRMET SIERRA UPDT 1 FOR IFR VALID UNTIL 231500
AIRMET IFR...VA NC SC AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30S CSN TO 40WSW ORF TO 30ENE ILM TO 30WNW ILM TO 30SW SPA
TO 30NNW SPA TO 30S CSN
VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...PA OH WV MD VA NC SC GA
FROM 30SSW CLE TO 20WSW EWC TO 40SSE JST TO 40WNW LYH TO 20SW
PSK TO ODF TO 20E GQO TO HMV TO HNN TO 50W HNN TO 30N CVG TO
30SSW CLE
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...NY PA
FROM 50ENE SYR TO 40NNE ALB TO 40S HNK TO 30ESE PSB TO 20S SYR
TO 50ENE SYR
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...NH MA RI NY AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 160ENE ACK TO 150ESE ACK TO 100S ACK TO 40SW ACK TO 40SE
BOS TO 160ENE ACK
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z THRU 21Z.
AIRMET TANGO UPDT 2 FOR TURB VALID UNTIL 231500.

AIRMET TURB...NY PA OH LE WV MD VA...UPDT FROM 20WSW BUF TO 20ESE PSB TO 50W CSN TO 50WSW BKW TO HNN TO CVG TO FWA TO 20NE DXO TO 20WSW BUF MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL420. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z THRU 21Z.

NEW AIRMET...

OTLK VALID 1500−2100Z
AREA 1...TURB OH LE BOUNDED BY 30SE ECK−30SSE DXO−40WSW CLE−30N CVG−FWA−30SE ECK MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL430. CONDS DVLPG AFT 18Z. CONDS CONTG THRU 21Z.

AREA 2...TURB MA CT NY LO NJ PA OH LE WV MD DC DE VA AND CSTL WTRS...UPDT BOUNDED BY 20NE YYZ−30NNW SYR−30ESE BDL−70S HTO−20SSW SIE−20WSW DCA−20N LYH−40SW BKW−HNN−30N CVG−40WSW CLE−30SSE DXO−30N CLE−20NE YYZ MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL430. CONDS CONTG THRU 21Z.

....